Every month on food & drink earnings.

Search: ‘GeniUS Card’ — the free app now!

Discover delicious 18 unique venues available at all snack & drink outlets.

New Leaf is the SU’s own innovative Salad Bar, created to meet the demands of its members to have fast, fresh, and healthy food available to them throughout the week.

STUDENTS UNION

The Students’ Union’s own shop sells snacks, sandwiches, wraps, noodle pots and a massive range of other food, drink, stationary and cards.

The University’s own restaurant, INOX is a fresh cafe offering a great range of hot & cold drinks, pastries, salads, jacket potatoes and hot food.

Endcliffe

This small cafe, in the law faculty, has a great range of coffees, sandwiches, jacket potatoes and hot food.

Hustle & bustle

The legendary home from home for Sheffield Students. A firm favourite for all sorts of fun. Famous for towering tasty burgers, quizzes, sport and a whole load of friendly staff.

Endcliffe

The University’s own restaurant, INOX is a fresh cafe offering a great range of hot & cold drinks, pastries, salads, jacket potatoes and hot food.

Solly Street

Our shop

Our latest addition to the SU sells snacks, herbs, grains, legumes, dried fruits and nuts by weight so you can buy as much or as little as you need.

The University Arms is one of a kind. A traditional and independent pub with a wide range of ales supported by a great range of locally sourced pub food.

Café 1828

A range of quickly and freshly prepared heat and cold drinks and food; from building your own burgers at Stack It, to delicious pasties, sandwiches, hot and cold drinks from breakfast all the way through till dinner.

The Edge Bar

Meat is off the menu at The Edge Bar. Against the fantastic city backdrop, tuck into a host of freshly made vegetarian, vegan and gluten free treats and tasty lunches.

The View Deli

Meat is off the menu at The Edge Bar. Against the fantastic city backdrop, tuck into a host of freshly made vegetarian, vegan and gluten free treats and tasty lunches.

The View Deli

STUDENTS UNION

With its signature espresso blend and locally sourced cakes and sandwiches, Coffee Revolution is a great place for breakfast, lunch, or a treat whenever you feel like one.